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ON RAMSEY'S THEOREM AND THE AXIOM OF CHOICE

GABRIELE LOLLI

It is known that Ramsey's theorem cannot be proved in ZF without the
axiom of choice (see, e.g., Kleinberg [2]) but there does not seem to exist
in the literature, or at least be widely recognized, a clear cut statement of
the exact relationship between this combinatorial result and the principle
of choice (in Drake [l], p. 72, the problem is mentioned but only a partial
answer is given). The aim of this note* is to write down a proof of the

Proposition Ramsey's theorem is equivalent to the axiom of choice for
countable families of finite sets.

For a set X, let [X]2 be the set of unordered pairs from X; if/: [Xf — 2
is a partition of [X]2 into two disjoint sets, a set F c l i s said to be
homogeneous for / if / Γ [ F ] 2 is constant. Then by Ramsey's theorem we
mean the statement

(RT) Any partition f: [x]2 —* 2 of an infinite set X possesses an infinite
homogeneous set

which is the crucial step of Ramsey [3].

We abbreviate with (CCF) the axiom of choice for countable families of
non-empty finite sets; (CCF) is equivalent in ZF to Kδnig's lemma

(KL) Any infinite finitary tree has an infinite branch

and also (KL) =¥ (RT) (see, e.g., Drake [l], p. 203). It remains to be shown
that (RT) =^>(KL); we prove it in a roundabout way through the following
weak form of compactness for propositional logic

(CPL) Let S be a countable set of propositional sentences over an infinite
set of propositional letters; then S has a model iff every finite subset of S
has a model.
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The fact must be stressed that the set of propositional letters is not
necessarily outright countable, otherwise (CPL) is a theorem of ZF alone,
hence some care must be put in the definition of the propositional
sentences: more precisely conjunction and disjunction should be construed
as operators over unordered finite sets of sentences.

We divide the proof into two steps:

(RT) =#> (CPL): let S be given by the enumeration Au A2, . . ., assume that
every finite subset of S has a model and define B1 = Al9 Bn+ι = & {Bn, A*+i};
hence every Bn has a model; we identify its models with finite functions g
from the propositional letters of Bn into 2. Let X the set of all those g
which are models of some Bn, define a partition/ by putting f{gu g2) = 0 iff
gι and g2 agree on the common part of their domain and let Y be an infinite
homogeneous set for/. If/f[Γ]2 has value 0 we are done, since the union of
Y gives a model for the whole S. But this is the only possible way for Y to
be homogeneous, for suppose the contrary: given any ^i there is a largest
n such that gλ is a model of Bn, otherwise gι itself is a model of the whole
S; hence there are only a finite number of ways in which any other g2 can
differ from gι over its finite propositional letters and Y cannot be infinite.

(CPL)=>(KL): let <T, %) be an infinite finitary tree, that is a partially
ordered set, whose elements are called nodes, such that

(i) for each xe T the set {y e T: y ^T X\ is well ordered by τ̂>
(ii) there is only one first element

and

(iii) each node has only finitely many immediate successors;

a branch is a linearly ordered subset of T containing the first element; the
height of a node is the length of the branch connecting it to the bottom of the
tree and the level Ln of the tree is the set of all nodes of height n.

For every natural number n the level Ln is not empty; introduce a
propositional letter pn>a, of level n, for each node ae Ln. We shall define a
set S of propositional sentences over the pn,a& such that any model of S
determines an infinite branch of T, given by those nodes a for which the
corresponding £w>βhas value 1 in the model, and we shall show that S has a
model.

So let us first write down that at each level Ln one and only one node
belongs to the intended branch: this can be assured by a disjunction An

each of whose disjuncts is a conjunction of propositional letters of level n
and of negations of propositional letters of level w, in which all proposi-
tional letters of level n occur, but one and only one is unnegated, and An

must have so many disjuncts that all propositional letters of level n occur
exactly once in An unnegated. Although we are not allowed to write down on
the paper An unless we simultaneously choose a particular ordering of Ln,
the definition of An is legitimate.
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Next for each level Ln let us say that it is possible to reach that level
from the bottom along one of the actual finite branches of Γ; so let Bn again
be a disjunction, each disjunct describing a branch of length n: each
disjunct must be a conjunction of n propositional letters such that for all
i < n one and only one letter of level i occur in the conjunction and
whenever pi>a and pi+ltt occur in it then a ^rb.

To any model of Bn there corresponds some branch of T of length n,
possibly more than one; any model of Bn and of {Λt : i ^ n} describes exactly
one such branch, and there exists one such model; in any model of say
Bm {Af. i^ n] and Bm with m < w, the branch associated to Bm is an initial
segment of the branch associated to Bn. Hence if S is the set of all An and
Bn, n ranging over the natural numbers, S is finitely satisfiable in T, hence
by (CPL) it has a model, which is easily seen to determine an infinite
branch of T, and the proof is complete.
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